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Dear Vascular Society Member  
 
As Chair of The Circulation Foundation, I am delighted to be able to write to you to say a huge thank you for 
making an annual donation to our charity as a member of the Vascular Society.  
 
I am sure you already know the exceptional work the CF does, however as you can imagine, there is a clear 
need to keep evolving to be a successful charity in difficult financial times. That is why your generous 
donations are even more important and why we are incredibly grateful.  
 
The Circulation Foundation, established in 1992 by Vascular Surgeons, is dedicated to vascular health with the 
following aims:  

• To support vital research into vascular disease 
• To support individuals living with vascular disease 
• To raise the awareness of the impact vascular disease has on our patients, their carers and the wider 

NHS 
 
Your donations will help with those above aims and allow us to work towards a new suite of actions and 
initiatives to take this charity to the next level, most importantly, for the benefit of our patients and their 
carers. 
 
Additionally, donations to the Circulation Foundation support the current activities of the Vascular Society, 
and the positive impact that this is having on patient care.  Details can be found by reviewing the Yearbook by 
clicking on the link below. 
 
https://www.vascularsociety.org.uk/_userfiles/pages/files/Vascular%20Society%20Yearbook%202022%20V1
%20171122.pdf 
 
We have some great CF T-shirts and Hoodies available, photographs below, if you wanted to purchase those 
and be mobile advertising for us! We would always appreciate if you could raise awareness of our guaranteed 
places in many running, swimming and cycling events, these are clearly available to individuals outside of the 
VS. We’d also appreciate your engagement and promotion of our social media outputs and involvement in the 
main CF fund raising event, The Body Walk, which occurs annually in Vascular Health Awareness Week in 
September.  
 
We fully understand the responsibility we hold in using your donations wisely to support research and our 
patients. Hopefully you will start to see some of our new initiatives come to life and be proud to share them.  
 
Thank you, again, for your kindness. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Mr Neeraj Bhasin BSc(Hons) MB BS MD MInstLM FRCS(Eng) 
Consultant Vascular Surgeon and Chair, The Circulation Foundation 
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